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lf I flip a coin what is the probability that it will land heads ortails? Explain why! ,, ,r L
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Now that we know all of this, what is the probability that a person with the genotype Aa or heteroizygous will pass

on the A allele to an offspring?

lf I have two parents that are both heterozygous, what is the probability that they will both pass on the A allele to
an offspring?

GENETICS PRACTICE 1: BASIC GENETICS
1. lf a blue-eyed woman had children with a homozygous brown-eyed man, what is the chance any of their
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children having blue eyes. Show the Punnett Square. Brown is
dominant
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A. What are the Genotypes of the parents?
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2. lf a blue-eyed woman had children with a heterozygous brown-eyed man, what is the chance of any of their
children being a male with blue eyes? Show the work and the math!!
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GENETICS PRACTICE 2: NON-MENDELIAN GENETICS

1. Consider a non-specific new alien species that is landing outside as we speak. They have a gene with two
alleles. lndividuals show three distinct phenotypes where one has 3 horns on their forehead and another has 1

horn on the forehead. Amazingly the third phenotype is 2 horns on the forehead. Explain this phenomena in

terms of genotypes for the observed phenotypes.
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Now perform a cross between two of your heterozygous individuals and write all of the potential offsprihg
genotypes and phenotypes in the lines below.
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4. Once again Albanism is a Recessive gene. lf normal parentg have an albino child, what is the probability
that their next child will be normal for pig-ment? I{ laraalt \re \elcr" 73 y*l
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5. Huntington's disease is a non sex linked Dominant Disorder. lf a Man had a parent that was homozygous
with Huntington's disease and a parent that didn't have the disorder, What would the genotype of the man in

question be?
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lf the man married a woman that did not have Huntington's disease, what would be the probability of their

children being affected with Huntington's disease?
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6. The genes for hemophilia are located on the X chromosome. lt is a recessive disorder. List
the possible genotypes and phenotypes of the children from a man normal for blood clotting
and a woman who is a carrier. (HINT: You have to keep trapk of what sex
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1. ln mice there is a gene for fur color where Black is Dominant to White and a Gene for Tail Length where
short is Recessive to Long. Each parent mouse will contribute one ffiHH for fur color and another for tail
length. lf the 1st parent mouse is Ff Tt, and the other parent is also Ff Tt.,. answer the questions
concerning this cross below' 

show the work right herer!
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What is the probability to get offspring with Black Fur and Long Tail?

What is the probability to get offspring with Black Fur and short Tail?

What is the probability to get offspring with White Fur and Long Tail?

What is the probability to get offspring with Whiter Fur and Short Tail?
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List the genotypes of all individuals in the pedigree
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List the genotypes of the people in the pedigree
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a- What did he cross to test the laws of independent assortment? Pea Phnh
Remember the Mice from a few questions above. What would be all of the possible Genes that the following parents

could pass on to their offspring if they had the following Genotypes.

A. Ff Tt List all possible Gametes
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Consider the following: A woman knows that her parents. had the blood types A and B. She also knows that her
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because he is sure the baby can't be his. Explain if there is a possibility that he could be right. Show all work

below.
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Explain the term Genetic Engineering.
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Explain...how is a plasmid different than a normal bacterial chromosome
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Below (Left) is a bacteria that has a very obvious phenotype. All of the plasmids below carry the gene for this

obvious phenotype. Draw HOW the cell on the right would be different if it took one of these plasmids into its

cell and added this plasmid into its own chromosome.
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. Bacteria are able to take foreign DNA in the form of a into their cell. They can then

incorporate this DNA into their own chromosome. This process is called rfans6eaiUr_. This means

DNA to express new genes that they were not carrying before.

CTAGAGT CGACCTGCAGGCATGCCAGCTTGGCTAC CGTGTAC C TG

GAT C TcAGCTGGACGTc CGTACGT;;G+C CGATGGCACATGGAC

Using the DNA above, and the Table of Restriction Enzymes to answer the following questions.

a. The Restriction Site in the DNA is bolded. Which R.E. would a scientlst use to cut this piece of DNA.
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b. Write the Sticky Ends that would be produced on the DNA afler it was Cut
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c. Why is it important that scientists use the same R.E. on the Plasmid and the the DNA that carries the Gene of
lnterest when making Vectors to use in genetic engineering.
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Below is a lisl of pharmacudical drugs that have been made using Genetic Engineering. Look it over and answer
questions after table

Protein Use of Protein in "Druq"

lnsulin Diabetes

HGH Growth Deficiencies

Alpha-interpheron Viral diseases and Cancers

Hepatitis B Vaccine Self Explanitory

Tissue Plasminogen Heart Disease

Erythro-Poietin Anemia
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Factor Vlll Hemophilia

Herceptin Breast Cancer

Based on the list, what would you conclude has been the benefit of using
genetic engineering in medicine.
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List and explain some negative ethical issues that you think could arise
because of genetic engineering
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